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Post-Silicon Validation and DebugSpringer, 2018

	
		This book provides a comprehensive coverage of System-on-Chip (SoC) post-silicon validation and debug challenges and state-of-the-art solutions with contributions from SoC designers, academic researchers as well as SoC verification experts.  The readers will get a clear understanding of the existing debug infrastructure and how...
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Building Low-Code Applications with Mendix: Discover best practices and expert techniques to simplify enterprise web developmentPackt Publishing, 2021

	
		Transform your app ideas into fully functional prototypes with the help of expert tips and best practices from Mendix partners

	
		Key Features

		
			Meet the ever-increasing demand for software solution delivery without having to write any code
	
			Build high-availability, low-cost...
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Web Application Architecture: Principles, Protocols and PracticesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	In-depth examination of concepts and principles of Web application development


	Completely revised and updated, this popular book returns with coverage on a range of new technologies. Authored by a highly respected duo, this edition provides an in-depth examination of the core concepts and general principles of Web application...
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Android Developer Tools Essentials: Android Studio to ZipalignO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Android development can be challenging, but through the effective use of Android Developer Tools (ADT), you can make the process easier and improve the quality of your code. This concise guide demonstrates how to build apps with ADT for a device family that features several screen sizes, different hardware capabilities, and a varying...
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Developing Applications with Visual Studio .NETAddison Wesley, 2002
DEVELOPING APPLICATIONS WITH VISUAL STUDIO.NET is
an in-depth guide that takes Windows programming to the next
level: creating .NET applications that leverage the prior
knowledge and experience of C++ Win32 programmers.

The .NET Framework supplies programmers with rich standard
run-time services, supports the...
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Embedded Linux: Hardware, Software, and InterfacingAddison Wesley, 2002
Embedded Linux covers the development and implementation of interfacing applications on an embedded Linux platform. It includes a comprehensive discussion of platform selection, crosscompilation, kernel compilation, root filesystem creation, booting, remote debugging, real-world interfacing, application control, data...
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Powering Office 2003 with XML (Power Pack Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2003
Find out how to
	Understand XML specification and schemas     
	Set up and complete InfoPathTMÐ’ forms     
	Design new forms from XML data files     
	Debug InfoPath scripts     
	Tackle real-world problems with the help of case studies     

...
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C# Data Structures and Algorithms: Explore the possibilities of C# for developing a variety of efficient applicationsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A complete guide on using data structures and algorithms to write sophisticated C# code

	
		Key Features

		
			Master array, set and map with trees and graphs, among other fundamental data structures
	
			Delve into effective design and implementation techniques to meet your software...
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Hands-On Continuous Integration and Delivery: Build and release quality software at scale with Jenkins, Travis CI, and CircleCIPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Understand various tools and practices for building a continuous integration and delivery pipeline effectively

	
		Key Features

		
			Get up and running with the patterns of continuous integration
	
			Learn Jenkins UI for developing plugins and build an effective Jenkins pipeline

...
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Silverlight 2 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2008
Full Color Code samples appear as they do in Visual Studio and Expression Blend!
 

Printed entirely in color, with helpful figures and syntax coloring to make code samples appear as they do in Visual Studio and Expression Blend!

 

...
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Exam Ref 70-486: Developing ASP.NET MVC 4 Web ApplicationsMicrosoft Press, 2013

	
		Prepare for Microsoft Exam 70-486—and help demonstrate your real-world mastery of developing ASP.NET MVC-based solutions. Designed for experienced developers ready to advance their status, Exam Ref focuses on the critical-thinking and decision-making acumen needed for success at the Microsoft Specialist level.

	...
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Verification Techniques for System-Level Design (Systems on Silicon)Morgan Kaufmann, 2007
A must-read in formal and semi-formal verification!     

       This book will explain how to verify SoC logic designs using formal and semi-formal verification techniques. The critical issue to be addressed is whether the functionality of the design is the one that the designers intended. Simulation has been used for checking the...
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